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Abstract—In real application scenario of bistatic forward-
looking synthetic aperture radar (BFSAR), ground moving target
(GMT) is generally smeared severely in SAR image, due to its
unknown range cell migration (RCM) and Doppler frequency
migration (DFM). When GMT moves along an unknown curve
trajectory, its high-order RCM and DFM (including the second-
and third-order terms) would further aggravate the difficulty
of GMT refocusing. To address this issue, an efficient GMT re-
focusing method via keystone-based delay-correlation transform
and fast searching Fourier transform (KDCT-FSFT) is proposed.
First, the KDCT is proposed to correct the first- to third-order
RCMs regardless of target’s motion state and position information.
Meanwhile, the order of GMT’s phase response is reduced as
well. Then, FSFT is applied to estimate the third-order Doppler
parameter of GMT. In the following, a 2-D fast Fourier transform
(2D-FFT) can be applied to integrate the target signal coherently
in Doppler parameters domain, where the Doppler centroid and
Doppler frequency rate of GMT can be estimated. Finally, with
the aforesaid estimated Doppler parameters, RCM and DFM can
be well corrected and target with unknown curve motion can be
finely refocused. Compared with the existing methods, not only the
refocusing accuracy of the proposed method is higher, but also its
processing is more efficient, since the procedures in the proposed
method are performed with respect to all the range cells in the
corresponding aperture, i.e., GMT refocusing is achieved by the
2-D data received in one aperture, rather than along every single
range cell. Both the simulation and experimental results are given
to validate the effectiveness of the proposed method.

Index Terms—Bistatic forward-looking synthetic aperture radar
(BFSAR), keystone-based delay-correlation transform (KDCT),
fast searching Fourier transform (FSFT), ground moving target
refocusing, parameter estimation.

I. INTRODUCTION

IN RECENT years, bistatic forward-looking synthetic aper-
ture radar (BFSAR) is increasingly attractive in both civilian
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and military fields, because it can provide high-resolution day-
and night-time images of the forward-looking terrain in flight
direction with all-weather conditions [1]–[3]. Due to the physical
separation of transmitter and receiver, BFSAR with a proper
geometry can break through the limitations of monostatic SAR
and exhibits advantages of high anti-interference and flexibil-
ities. With these superiority and its unique forward-looking
observation ability, BFSAR plays a crucial role in modern
remote sensing applications, such as autonomous navigation,
self-landing and etc [4]–[6].

With the development of the BFASR system, ground mov-
ing target (GMT) refocusing, tracking and identification are
enormously demanded [7]–[16]. When a GMT is presented
in the observation scenario, GMT signal is usually smeared
into multiple cells, since its non-cooperative motion inevitably
induces unknown range cell migration (RCM) and Doppler
frequency migration (DFM). Additionally, if GMT moves along
a curve trajectory, the defocused effect of the high-order RCM
and DFM (including the second- and third-order terms) should
be taken into consideration, especially for the BFSAR sys-
tems. Thus, to effectively refocus GMT, the RCM and DFM,
including the high-order terms, caused by GMT’s curve mo-
tion should be compensated first. As we know, if the Doppler
parameters of GMT are accurately obtained, defocused effect
can be well compensated and GMT can be well refocused at
its actual location in image. Thus, estimating GMT’s Doppler
parameters is one effective way to solve the refocusing prob-
lem for GMT with unknown curve motion. However, if one
wants to accurately estimate the Doppler parameters, the RCM
has to be well corrected first, while if one wants to com-
pletely correct the RCM, the Doppler parameters has to be
obtained first [17]. The coupling relationship between RCM
correction (RCMC) and parameter estimation will further ag-
gravate the difficulty to refocus a GMT with unknown curve
motion.

However, the current literature and reports of BFSAR are
mainly focused on stationary scenario imaging algorithms, such
as range Doppler algorithms, chirp scaling algorithms, Omega-k
algorithms and etc [18]–[21]. For the purpose of focusing GMT
for bistatic SAR, a parameter estimation and imaging method in
[22] is put forward based on range-compressed curve fitting and
1-D searching, but its performance will be severely affected by
the signal to noise ratio (SNR) and the fitting error. Zhu et al.
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[23] proposed the Radon-Wigner distribution (RWD) method to
obtain the Doppler parameters for GMT imaging in bistatic SAR.
However, RWD method only considers the first-order RCM
and estimates the first- to second-order Doppler parameters. As
a consequence, due to the effect of the high-order RCM and
DFM mentioned above, GMT with a curve motion in BFSAR
would still be defocused after performing RWD. To address
these issues for BFSAR, Li et al. [24] proposed the first-order
keystone transform (KT) [25], [26] and the extend azimuth
nonlinear chirp scaling (NLCS) [27], [28] to correct the range
walk and equalize the Doppler frequency rate (DFR) of sta-
tionary background, respectively. Then, a product second-order
ambiguity function (PSAF) is designed for the moving target
detection and DFR estimation. A moving target imaging and
velocity estimation method based on mismatched compression
is proposed in literature [29]. However, these two methods
involves two drawbacks: 1) only working with a high SNR and
2) the effect of the third-order RCM and DFM are ignored, only
the second-order phase model is considered. Thus, the above-
mentioned methods are not suitable to refocus GMT with a curve
motion in BFSAR. Furthermore, these methods are processed
along every range cell, which would make refocusing processing
inefficiency.

To solve the aforesaid problems, we develop a keystone-based
delay correlation transform (KDCT) and fast searching Fourier
transform (FSFT)-based refocusing method in BFSAR for GMT
with unknown curve motion. This method proposes the KDCT,
which is processed in range frequency-azimuth time domain for
the echo during the aperture time, to effectively and simultane-
ously correct the first- to third-order RCMs of GMT without any
priori motion information. With the proposed KDCT, not only
RCM is corrected, but also the order of DFM is reduced as well.
Then, in order to compensate the defocusing effect of the third-
order Doppler parameter, FSFT is utilized for estimation of the
third-order Doppler parameter. After phase compensation and
performing 2D-fast Fourier transform (2D-FFT), GMT can be
accumulated into a peak in Doppler centroid-Doppler frequency
rate domain (DC-DFR), where the peak position accurately
determines the first- and second-order parameters. Finally, RCM
and DFM can be well corrected with the estimated parameters,
and GMT with unknown curve motion can be finely refocused.

Compared with the existing methods, a better performance
on refocusing GMT with unknown curve motion can be ob-
tained, since the first- to third-order Doppler parameters can
be estimated effectively. Meanwhile, the proposed method can
be easily implemented by complex multiplications and FFTs,
which decreases the computational complexity. Furthermore,
the proposed GMT refocusing method are performed with re-
spect to all the range cells in the corresponding aperture, instead
of every range cell, which makes the proposed method more
efficient.

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. Sec-
tion II gives the signal model of GMT in BFSAR and echo
property analysis. Section III introduces the principle of the
proposed KDCT-FSFT-based refocusing method. The effective-
ness of the proposed method is demonstrated by simulation and

Fig. 1. The geometry configuration between BFSAR and GMT moving along
a curve trajectory.

experimental results in Section IV and Section V. Finally, Sec-
tion VI concludes this article.

II. SIGNAL MODEL AND ECHO PROPERTY ANALYSIS

In this section, GMT signal model is constructed based on a
general BFSAR geometry configuration. Meanwhile, the prop-
erties of RCM and DFM in BFSAR echo are analyzed in detail.

A. Signal Model

The geometry configuration between BFSAR platforms and
a GMT with a curve motion is shown in Fig. 1. Receiver flies
along the y-axis with the velocity VR and Transmitter flies with
VT . The original coordinates of the receiver and transmitter are
(XR, YR, HR) and (XT , YT , HT ), respectively. The velocity
vector of GMT is (�vt;�at) = (vx, vy; ax, ay), where vx, ax, vy
and ay denote, respectively, the cross-track velocity, cross-track
acceleration, along-track velocity and along-track acceleration.
Assume that the point P0 is the position of GMT at the beam
center crossing time and it moves to P1(x1, y1) during the
aperture time.

Supposing the transmitted signal is a linear frequency mod-
ulated (LFM) signal, BFSAR echo after demodulation can be
expressed as

S(τ, t) = rect

(
t

Ta

)
rect

(
τ −Δτ

Tp

)

× exp
{
jπKr(τ −Δτ)2

}
exp {−j2πfcΔτ} (1)

where τ is the fast time and t is the slow time. Ta, Tp, Kr,
and fc denote the aperture time, the pulse duration, the range
frequency modulated rate and the carrier frequency, respectively.
Δτ = R(t)/c denotes the delay time, c is the speed of light.R(t)
presents the instantaneous bistatic range and it can be given by

R(t) = RR(t) +RT (t) (2)

whereRR(t) andRT (t) are the slant range histories with respect
to GMT of the receiver and the transmitter, respectively. RR(t)
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and RT (t) are given in (3) and (4), shown at the bottom of this
page.

After range compression, the received signal of GMT in range
frequency azimuth time domain can be expressed as

S(fτ , t) = rect

(
t

Ta

)
rect

(
fτ
Bτ

)
exp

{
−j2π

fτ + fc
c

R(t)

}
(5)

where fτ is range frequency and Bτ is bandwidth.
Considering that GMT moves along an unknown curve trajec-

tory, expanding RR(t) and RT (t) (jointly denoted as RR,T (t)
for simplicity) at the beam center crossing time t = 0 into Taylor
series and keeping up to third-order terms yields, we have

RR,T (t) ≈ RR0,T0 +AR,T t+
1

2
BR,T t

2 +
1

6
CR,T t

3 (6)

where AR,T , BR,T and CR,T are the first-, second- and third-
order expanding coefficients of RR,T (t), respectively. These
coefficients are given in (7), (8), and (9), shown at the bottom
of this page. And RR0,T0, cos θRx,Tx and cos θRy,Ty can be
expressed as

RR0,T0 = RR,T (0)

=
√

H2
r,t + (Xr,t − x)2 + (Yr,t − y)2 (10)

cos θRx,Tx =
x−Xr,t

RR0,T0
(11)

cos θRy,Ty =
y − Yr,t

RR0,T0
(12)

From the expressions (7)-(9), it can be found that the first-
order expanding coefficient AR,T is related to the target along-
track velocity vy and cross-track velocity vx. The second- and

third-order coefficients are associated with the GMT velocity
parameters (vx, vy, ax, ay).

For the convenience of analysis, set R0 = RR0 +RT0. α =
AR +AT , β = BR +BT and ε = CR + CT are the first- to
third-order Doppler parameter, respectively. Therefore, (5) can
be rewritten as

S1(fτ , t) = rect

(
t

Ta

)
rect

(
fτ
Bτ

)

× exp

{
−j2π

fτ + fc
c

(
R0+αt+

1

2
βt2 +

1

6
εt3
)}

(13)

The Doppler centroid fdc, the Doppler frequency rate fdr and
the third-order Doppler frequency fd3 of GMT can be expressed
as

fdc = −α

λ
= −AR +AT

λ
(14)

fdr = −β

λ
= −BR +BT

λ
(15)

fd3 = − ε

λ
= −CR + CT

λ
(16)

Thus far, the signal model of GMT in BFSAR has been
constructed. In the following subsection, the echo properties of
GMT in BFSAR are analyzed in detail.

B. Echo Property Analysis

In this subsection, the analysis of BFSAR echo property
is based on the parameters of the typical applications given
in Table I. Considering that the angle from GMT’s motion
direction to the positive y−axis is 45 degrees and the cross-track
acceleration ax is equal with the along-track acceleration ay .
In analyzing echo property, target with different cross- and

RR(t) =

√
H2

r +

(
Xr −

(
x+ vxt+

1

2
axt2

))2

+

(
Yr + VRt−

(
y + vyt+

1

2
ayt2

))2

(3)

RT (t) =

√
H2

t +

(
Xt −

(
x+ vxt+

1

2
axt2

))2

+

(
Yt + VT t−

(
y + vyt+

1

2
ayt2

))2

(4)

AR,T =
vx(x−Xr,t)+(vy − VR,T )(y − Yr,t)

RR0,T0
= vx cos θRx,Tx + (vy − VR,T ) cos θRy,Ty (7)

BR,T =
(VR,T − vy)

2sin2θRy,Ty + v2xsin
2θRx,Tx + 2vx(VR,T − vy) cos θRx,Tx cos θRy,Ty

RR0,T0
+ ax cos θRx,Tx + ay cos θRy,Ty

(8)

CR,T = 3
axvxsin

2θRx,Tx + ay(vy − VR,T )sin
2θRy,Ty − ax(vy − VR,T ) cos θRx,Tx cos θRy,Ty − ayvx cos θRx,Tx cos θRy,Ty

RR0,T0

− 3((VR,T − vy)
2 + v2x)(vx cos θRx,Tx + (vy − VR,T ) cos θRy,Ty)

R2
R0,T0

+
3((vy − VR,T ) cos θRy,Ty + vx cos θRx,Tx)

3

R2
R0,T0

(9)
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TABLE I
SYSTEM PARAMETERS FOR ECHO PROPERTY ANALYSIS

Fig. 2. RCM of GMT with an unknown curve motion. (a) RCM variation with
velocities and accelerations. (b) Range walk. (c) Range curvature. (d) Third-
order RCM.

along-track velocities (0–20 m/s) and accelerations (0–5 m/s2)
are considered.

From (13), RCM of the GMT with a curve motion in BFSAR
can be expressed as

Rrcm = αt +
1

2
βt2 +

1

6
εt3

= −λ

(
fdct+

1

2
fdrt

2 +
1

6
fd3t

3

)
(17)

Inspecting (17), the first term related to fdc denotes range
walk of GMT. The second term related to fdr and the third term
related to fd3 are range curvature and the third-order RCM,
respectively. The analysis results of RCM are shown in Fig. 2.
Fig. 2(a) shows that the maximum RCM variation of GMT in
BFSAR with different velocities and accelerations within the
synthetic aperture time. The color scale is in the number of the
migrated range cells. It is clearly shown that the RCM of GMT is
two-dimensionally varied along velocity �vt and acceleration �at.
In addition, GMT signal will be dispersed into hundreds range
cells as shown in Fig. 2(a).

In order to further analyze the property of RCM in BFSAR,
a target with curve motion and a stationary target, which are
located at the same position at the beam crossing time, are
considered. Assuming that the velocity vector of GMT is set to be

Fig. 3. Doppler frequency of GMT with an unknown curve motion. (a) Doppler
centroid with velocities and accelerations. (b) Doppler frequency rate with
velocities and accelerations. (c) Third-order Doppler frequency with velocities
and accelerations.

(−20 m/s,−20 m/s;−3 m/s2,−3 m/s2). The range walk, range
curvature and the third-order RCM of these two targets are given
in Fig. 2(b)–2(d). The red solid lines represent the corresponding
RCMs of GMT and the blue dashed lines represent those of the
stationary target. From Fig. 2(b)–2(d), we can observe that all
the RCMs of GMT are larger than the stationary target, due to
the additional curve movement. In Fig. 2(b), range walk is the
major part of RCM in BFSAR, and the maximum range walk of
GMT is about 360 range cells, which is 80 range cells more than
that of the stationary target. Fig. 2(c) and Fig. 2(d) show that
the maximum range curvature and third-order RCM of GMT
are about 60 cells and 4 cells, respectively. Since range walk,
range curvature and the third-order RCM of GMT with a curve
motion are more than one range cell, thus the three kinds of
RCMs cannot be ignored and should be compensated before
GMT refocusing.

However, if the RCMs of GMT are compensated with the
Doppler parameters of the stationary target, GMT signal cannot
be gathered into one range cell and the residual RCM is about
hundred range cells. As a consequence, the performance on
GMT refocusing will be severely degraded. Therefore, for the
purpose of complete RCMC for GMT, fdc, fdr, and fd3 of GMT
should be estimated accurately.

Similarly, from (13), the azimuth phase of GMT with a curve
motion can be expressed as

ϕazi = −2πfc
c

(
R0+αt+

1

2
βt2 +

1

6
εt3
)

= π

(
−2R0

λ
+2fdct+fdrt

2 +
1

3
fd3t

3

)
(18)

In (18), it can be seen that the azimuth phase of GMT is
contributed by fdc, fdr, and fd3. With the system parameters
in Table I, the variation of Doppler frequency with (�vt;�at) are
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shown in Fig. 3. Fig. 3(a) shows the maximum variation of fdc
related to α with different velocities and accelerations within
the synthetic aperture time. The color scale is in Hz. We can
observe that fdc is only related to target velocity and the variation
is one-dimensional. Note that fdc of GMT is changed from
2300 to 3800 Hz, which is much larger than the pulse repetition
frequency (PRF) of BFSAR system. As a result, GMT’s Doppler
spectrum may be splitting into two adjacent PRF bands. This
phenomenon is called the Doppler centroid ambiguity, which
would lead to the performance degradation of RCMC and GMT
refocusing. Thus, the effect of the Doppler centroid ambiguity
should be eliminated.

Fig. 3(b) and 3(c) are the maximum variation of fdr related to
β and fd3 related to ε with different velocities and accelerations
within the synthetic aperture time. The color scales are in Hz/s
and Hz/s2, respectively. It can be seen form these two Figures
that the variation trends of fdr and fd3 are two-dimensional.
The variation trend of fd3 and fdr are more complicated than
fdc. In general, when phase error is less than π/4, the effect
of the azimuth phase can be ignored for target refocusing [36].
According to the third term in (18), only when the absolute
value of fdr is less than 0.11 Hz/s, the azimuth phase related
to fdr is less than π/4. However, the variation range of fdr
in Fig. 3(b) is from −1600 Hz/s to −700 Hz/s. The boundary
value is much greater than the conditional value and that is to
say the second-order phase caused by fdr cannot be ignored in
target refocusing. Similarly, from Fig. 3(c), fd3 is varied from
−300 Hz/s2 to 10 Hz/s2 and the maximum azimuth phase related
to fd3 is changed from −100π to 3π with the different moving
state of GMT. The variation range of the third-order phase caused
by fd3 of the GMT with curve motion is far outweigh π/4. Thus,
the effect of fd3 cannot be ignored as well. As a consequence,
the second- and third-order azimuth phase should be taken into
account in the following BFSAR GMT refocusing.

According to the echo property analysis, RCMs and the
azimuth phase of GMT with a curve motion is strongly relevant
to fdc, fdr, and fd3 in BFSAR cases. The effect of RCMs
and azimuth phase related to fd3, which are usually neglected
in bistatic side-looking SAR, has to be eliminated. Thus, the
third-order azimuth phase in (18) should be considered and the
effect of fd3 cannot be ignored in BFSAR. In the succeeding
section, the BFSAR KDCT-FSFT-based refocusing method is
proposed for GMT with unknown curve motion.

III. METHOD DESCRIPTION

As mentioned in the previous analysis, the Doppler cen-
troid fdc of the received signal is large due to the receiver’s
forward-looking working mode. Usually, the large fdc results
in the Doppler centroid ambiguity. As a consequence, the GMT
Doppler spectrum may be split into two adjacent PRF bands [24].
Thus, the Doppler centroid ambiguity should be suppressed first,
and the pre-filtering function is constructed as

Hpre = exp

{
−j2πfref

fτ + fc
fc

t

}
(19)

where fref is the reference Doppler centroid.

And then, the pre-filtered GMT signal can be expressed as

S2(fτ , t) = rect

(
t

Ta

)
rect

(
fτ
Bτ

)

× exp

{
−j2π

fτ + fc
c

(
R0+α′t+

1

2
βt2 +

1

6
εt3
)}

(20)

where α′ = α+ λfdcref is the residual first-order coefficient of
the instantaneous bistatic range R(t). Comparing (13) and (20),
we can find that the first-order coefficient has been decreased
after the pre-filtering. Thus, a Doppler shift is introduced by
the pre-filtering and the Doppler spectrum can be moved into
one PRF band. Meanwhile, it is noteworthy that the first-order
coupling relationship is lessened as well via the pre-filtering.

From GMT signal in (20), it can be seen that t-term, t2-term
and t3-term are coupled with the range frequency fτ , which
correspond to range walk, range curvature and the third-order
RCM, respectively. However, these three kinds of RCMs can
not be well dealt with in a single processing step by the existing
methods, such as KT [25], [26], Hough transform (HT) [30]
and the second-order KT [31]. Symmetrical keystone transform
(SKT) proposed in [32] is an effective way to compensate range
walk and range curvature of GMT. However, by performing
SKT, all the odd-order Doppler parameters of GMT are lost,
which means that the first- and third-order Doppler parameters
can’t be estimated from the signal processed by SKT. As a result,
GMT refocusing performance is deteriorated. Thus, to refocus a
GMT moving along a curve trajectory, the RCMs have to be well
corrected first and the Doppler parameters information should
be retained in target signal.

Inspired by [33], [34], the KDCT is proposed to simultane-
ously correct the first- to third-order RCMs of GMT with a curve
motion in this article. After pre-filtering, the KDCT is processed
in range frequency-azimuth time domain and it can be expressed
as

S3(fτ , t) = S2

(
fτ ,
√

ξ · t
)
S2

∗
(
fτ ,
√

ξ · (t− t0)
)

(21)

where ξ is the scale factor given by fc/(fτ + fc). t0 denotes the
fixed delay given by Ta/4 [35].

Then, the transformed signal can be obtained as [37]

S3(fτ , t) ≈ rect

(
t

Ta

)
rect

(
t− t0
Ta

)
rect2

(
fτ
Bτ

)

× exp

{
j
2π

λ

(
−α′t0 +

1

2
βt20 +

1

6
εt30

)}

× exp {−j2πF2t} exp {−j2πF1fτ}

× exp
{
−j

π

λ
εt0t

2
}

(22)

where F2 = (2βt0 − εt20)/2λ is related to the Doppler fre-
quency rate of GMT, and F1 = (6α′t0 + εt30)/12c is related
to the Doppler centroid. The phase in the second and third
exponential terms in (22) are the first-order term of slow-time
tm and range frequency fτ , respectively, whose coefficients
are related to GMT’s Doppler parameters and the delay t0 in
azimuth. The last exponent is an additional modulation term
introduced by GMT’s third-order Doppler parameter ε.
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Fig. 4. The effect of the additional modulation term related to the third-order
Doppler parameter ε. (a) 2D-FFT result without phase compensation. (b) 2D-
FFT result with phase compensation. (c) The Doppler profiles of target signal
after 2D-FFT.

It can be observed from (22) that the couplings between
t-term, t2-term, t3-term and fτ have been removed effectively
and simultaneously. The RCMs of GMT with unknown curve
motion have been well compensated. Meanwhile, the informa-
tion of the Doppler parameters are still retained in GMT signal
and the order of DFM is decreased after KDCT. The KDCT
is put forward via multiplying the whole echo received in the
corresponding aperture by its modified conjugation with a fixed
delay in azimuth, which makes RCMC more efficient.

After performing KDCT, GMT signal has been gathered into a
range cell. However, when GMT moves along a curve trajectory,
the defocusing effect caused by the additional modulation term
related to ε may not be neglected, especially with seconds
long observation time. Consequently, signal in (22) can not be
integrated via 2D-FFT, which leads to GMT energy smearing
along the Doppler axis. Meanwhile, the broadening of signal
will result in inaccurate Doppler parameter estimation, which is
directly related to the performance of GMT refocusing. Thus,
the estimation of ε and further compensation of the modulation
term is necessary.

Then, FSFT is exploited to estimate the third-order Doppler
parameter ε

ε̂ = −λ

× argmax
ε

(FFTt [S3 (tτ , t) ·Hcomp (tτ , t, ε)]) (23)

where ε̂ is the estimation of ε. FFTt[·] denotes the FFT
operation with respect to t. Hcomp(fτ , t, ε) is constructed as

Hcomp (fτ , t, ε) = exp
{
j
π

λ
εt0t

2
}

(24)

Thus, the modulated phase compensation function is given by
Hcomp(fτ , t, ε̂) according to (23). After performing modulation
term compensation and azimuth FFT-range inverse FFT, the
GMT signal in DC-DFR domain can be expressed as

S4(fdc, fdr) = Aδ

(
fdc +

1

λ
F1

)
δ (fdr + F2) (25)

where A is the amplitude of the GMT signal in the DC-DFR
domain. δ(·) denotes the Dirac delta function. From (25), it can
be seen that GMT signal with an unknown curve motion has
been well integrated in DC-DFR domain.

Fig. 4 shows the effect of the additional modulation term
related to the third-order Doppler parameter. Fig. 4(a) is the
coherent integration result without the phase compensation in
(24) and Fig. 4(b) is the result after the compensation. The
Doppler profiles of target signal are given in Fig. 4(c). The
red line represents the Doppler profile in Fig. 4(a). It can be
seen that GMT signal after the 2D-FFT is still dispersed in
multiple Doppler cells and its energy is not be completely
accumulated. As a result, the performance on Doppler pa-
rameter estimation of the proposed method will be severely
deteriorated due to the indetermination of the energy peak’s
position. The blue one represents the Doppler profile of GMT
in Fig. 4(b). It obviously shows that GMT signal has been
well accumulated into a peak after the phase compensation.
And then, the estimation of the first- and second-order Doppler
parameters can be easily obtained by resolving the peak’s
position.

Based on the peak detection technique, the DC and DFR of
GMT can be simultaneously estimated. Through (f̂dc, f̂dr) =
argmaxfdc,fdr{S4(fdc, fdr)}, we have

f̂dc = −1

λ
F1 = −1

λ

(
1

2c
α′t0 +

1

12c
εt30

)
(26)

f̂dr = −F2 = −
(
βt0
λ

− 1

2λ
εt20

)
(27)

Thus, substituting (23) into (26) and (27), the first- and
second-order Doppler parameters can be obtained

α̂ = α̂′ − λfref = −2c

t0
λf̂dc − 1

6
ε̂t20 − λfref (28)

β̂ =
1

2
ε̂t0 − λ

t0
f̂dr (29)

where α̂ and β̂ are the estimations of α and β, respectively.
It is obvious from the (28)-(29) that both the estimated α̂ and

β̂ are determined by ε̂ and t0. In addition, the estimated accuracy
of α̂ and β̂ are determined by the range and Doppler resolution
of system respectively.

By using the first- to third-order Doppler parameters estimated
in (23), (28), and (29), the RCM and DFM in (13) can be
accurately corrected. The RCM compensation function is given
by

HRCM (fτ , t) = exp

{
−j2π

λfτ
c

(
f̂dct+

1

2
f̂drt

2 +
1

6
f̂d3t

3

)}
(30)
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Fig. 5. The flowchart of the proposed KDCT-FSFT-based refocusing method.

Fig. 6. Simulations results. (a) Range compression. (b) RCM correction. (c)
2D-FFT result. (d) GMT focusing on the estimated parameters.

where f̂dc, f̂dr, and f̂d3 are the estimated Doppler centroid,
Doppler frequency rate and third-order Doppler frequency re-
lated to α̂′, β̂ and ε̂, respectively.

With the RCM correction, the DFM compression function can
be obtained via the principle of stationary phase (POSP) [36],
and it’s given by

HDFM (τ, fa) = exp

{
−j

πf̂d3

3f̂3
dr

f3
a + jπ

(
1

f̂dr
+
f̂d3f̂dc

f̂3
dr

)
f2
a

}

× exp

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩−π

⎛
⎜⎝2f̂dc

f̂dr
+
f̂d3

(
f̂dc

)2
f̂3
dr

⎞
⎟⎠ fa

⎫⎪⎬
⎪⎭ (31)

Multiplying HDFM (τ, fa) by the RCM corrected signal in
azimuth frequency domain and performing the azimuth inverse
FFT (IFFT), GMT with unknown curve motion can be well
refocused. The flowchart of the proposed method is shown in
Fig. 5.

Compared with the methods in [24], [29], the proposed
KDCT-FSFT can obtain a better refocusing performance, be-
cause the first- to third-order Doppler parameters can be esti-
mated effectively. Additionally, since all the procedures in (21),
(23) and (25) are performed with respect to all the range cells in
the corresponding aperture, instead of every single range cell,
which makes GMT refocusing in BFSAR more efficient and is
highly desirable in practical applications.

Fig. 7. Simulation with noise background. (a) Range compressed data. (b)
Estimation of the third-order Doppler frequency. (c) Coherent integration. (d)
Estimation of DC. (e) Estimation of DFR. (f) Refocused result of GMT.

Computational complexity analysis of Doppler parame-
ters estimation: Assuming that N , M and Np denote the
number of range cells, azimuth pulses and searching times
of the Doppler parameters, respectively. Generally, Np is
much larger than N and M . For the proposed method,
its major implementation procedures include the pre-filtering
(MN), KDCT for the range cell migration correction ((M +
1)MN + 0.5NM logN2 ), FSFT for the third-order Doppler pa-
rameter estimation (Np(0.5NM logM2 +MN)) and 2D-FFT
(0.5NM logN2 +0.5NM logM2 ). Thus, the total computational
cost is

Fp = (M + 2)MN +Np(MN + 0.5MN logM2 )

+MN logN2 +0.5MN logM2 (32)

Let M = N = Np, the computational complexity of the pro-
posed method is on the order of O(N3 logN2 ).
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TABLE II
BFSAR SYSTEM PARAMETERS

TABLE III
ESTIMATION RESULT OF THE PROPOSED METHOD

TABLE IV
FOCUSING PERFORMANCE

PLSR:peak sidelobe ratio; ISLR:integrated sidelobe ratio.

TABLE V
RELEVANT PARAMETERS

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

To verify the effectiveness of the proposed BFSAR GMT re-
focusing method based on KDCT-FSFT, simulations are carried
out in this section. In the following, a noise-free example is given
to evaluate the proposed method as depicted in Fig. 6, where the
system parameters are set as: fc = 10 GHz, Bτ = 300 MHz,
Ta = 2 s, VR = VT = 160 m/s and pulse repetition frequency
(PRF) is 1500 Hz. The original coordinates of receiver and
transmitter are (0, −1000, 3500) m and (−1200, 0, 2000) m
respectively. A GMT moving along a curve trajectory is con-
sidered. The velocity vector of GMT is set as (3 m/s, −4m/s;
2 m/s2, −2m/s2) and GMT is located at the scene center at
the beam center crossing time. After range compression, it can
be seen that GMT signal is dispersed into multiple range cells
in Fig. 6(a). Fig. 6(b) is the result of RCMC after KDCT, it
obviously shows that GMT has been gathered into one range
cell without any Doppler information of the GMT. Fig. 6(c) is
the 2D-FFT result of GMT in DC-DFR domain after FSFT, and
one can see that GMT has been well integrated in DC-DFR
domain. According to FSFT and the peak’s position in Fig. 6(c),
the Doppler parameters of GMT can be obtained effectively.

Fig. 8. Geometry configuration in airborne BFSAR experiment.

Fig. 9. The top view of geometry relationship between platforms and GMT.

Fig. 10. Imaging result of the stationary scene without processing of GMT.

Fig. 11. Coherent integration in DC-DFR domain.

Finally, GMT signal in (13) can be finely refocused with the
estimated Doppler parameters, as depicted in Fig. 6(d).

To further analyze the performance of the proposed method,
simulation with a noise background is given in Fig. 7. The
BFSAR system parameters are given in Table II. The velocity
vector of GMT is set as (10 m/s, −6 m/s; 2 m/s2, 1 m/s2).
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Fig. 12. Estimated results of the Doppler parameters. (a) Doppler centroid. (b) Doppler frequency rate. (c) The third-order Doppler frequency.

Fig. 13. The refocused result of the GMT.

Assuming that GMT is dim small, and the SNR is set to be
−35 dB. Fig. 7(a) is the range compressed result of BFSAR echo.
It can be seen that GMT is buried in background noise after range
compression, since GMT signal is dispersed in multiple cells
caused by RCM and DFM. After the RCM compensation, the
third-order parameter can be estimated by FSFT and the phase
compensation can be performed. Fig. 7(b) is the estimated result
of fd3. With the proposed method, GMT can be well coherent
integrated in DC-DFR domain, as depicted in Fig. 7(c). The
color scale is in dB, where 0 dB denotes the maximum intensity.
From this figure, one can see that SNR has been greatly improved
and GMT can be easily detected by the peak detection. Then,
the first- and second-order Doppler parameters of GMT can be
estimated by resolving the position of the peak. The estimated
results are shown in Fig. 7(d) and Fig. 7(e), where the SNR has
been improved at least 20 dB. Fig. 7(f) presents refocused result
of GMT.

According to (7)–(9) and the simulation results presented
above, the comparison between the Doppler frequency calcu-
lated by the estimated Doppler parameters and the true values is
given in Table III. The estimated errors of fdc, fdr, and fd3 are
−0.2567 Hz, 0.0201 Hz/s and 0.0058 Hz/s2, respectively. Com-
pared with the true values, the impact of these errors on GMT
refocusing can be neglected. The first-, second- and third-order
Doppler parameters are efficiently and accurately estimated by
the proposed method. In addition, the refocusing performance of
GMT is shown in Table IV. The azimuth and range resolution of

the BFSAR system are 0.2964 and 0.8889m, respectively. The
theoretical range resolution is 0.886(c/Bτ ) = 0.886m and the
theoretical azimuth resolution is 0.886(VR/Ba) = 0.2842m,
whereBa is the azimuth frequency bandwidth. It can be seen that
the measured range resolution of GMT by the proposed method
is agree well with the theoretical value. The azimuth resolution
has a maximum broadening of about 4.3%. The theoretical
values of the peak sidelobe ratio (PSLR) and integrated sidelobe
ratio (ISLR) are −13.27 and −10.24 dB. For the proposed
method, the range and azimuth PSLR values have a less than
0.45 dB from the theoretical values. As for ISLR, the measured
results have a deviation less than 0.2 dB from the theoretical
value.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section, the effectiveness of the proposed method
will be demonstrated by the X-band BFSAR data, combined
with simulated GMT signal. That is, the stationary background
echo are real data and GMT data are injected by simulation.
The X-band BFSAR data are recorded by two airplanes in the
experiment in Chengdu, 2016. In this experiment, the velocity
of the transmitter and receiver were 40 m/s. The flight heights
of platforms were 800m. The other specific parameters of this
BFSAR system are listed in Table V. Fig. 8 shows the geometry
configuration.

A GMT with curve motion is considered and its velocity is
(vx, vy) = (4, −3) m/s. The cross-track acceleration and along-
track acceleration of GMT are set as (ax, ay) = (2, −1) m/s2.
The original coordinate of GMT is (80, 0, 0) m. In the experi-
ment, the transmitter and receiver were flying parallelly with the
same velocity 40 m/s. According to the theoretical calculation,
the equivalent Doppler frequency of GMT can be calculated as:
fdc = 1429.975 Hz, fdr = −71.152 Hz/s, fd3 = −7.758 Hz/s2.
The signal to clutter and noise ratio (SCNR) of GMT is set to
be −15 dB. The top view of geometrical relationship between
platforms and GMT is shown in Fig. 9.

Fig. 10 is the imaging result without the processing of GMT.
Due to the mismatch between the GMT’s RCM and Doppler
parameters with those of background, GMT is smearing along
range and azimuth axis, which has been highlighted by red dotted
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Fig. 14. Estimation results of the distributed GMT. (a) Doppler centroid. (b) Doppler frequency rate. (c) The third-order Doppler frequency.

Fig. 15. Simulation results with the distributed GMT. (a) Image with defo-
cused distributed GMT. (b) Refocused distributed GMT.

circles. And then, the coherent integration result of GMT in
DC-DFR domain is shown in Fig. 11. It clearly shows that
GMT has been well accumulated into a peak and it can be
easily detected by peak detection technique in the integration
domain.

Fig. 12 shows the profiles of GMT’s integrated peak.
By resolving peak’s position in (26) and (27), Doppler
parameters of GMT can be estimated. Based on the esti-
mated α̂, β̂ and ε̂, Doppler frequency can be obtained as:
fdc =1428.553 Hz, fdr = −71.204 Hz/s, fd3 = −7.540 Hz/s2.
The estimation results are almost in accordance with the theo-
retical values (fdc =1429.975 Hz, fdr = −71.152 Hz/s, fd3 =
−7.758 Hz/s2). The estimated errors of fdc, fdr, and fd3 are
−1.422 Hz, −0.052 Hz/s, and 0.218 Hz/s2, respectively. The
corresponding estimated errors are less than 0.10%, 0.07%,
2.81% from the theoretical values, respectively, which can be
ignored for GMT refocusing. The Doppler parameters of GMT

with unknown curve motion have been accurately estimated.
With the estimated Doppler parameters, RCM and DFM of GMT
can well compensated by (30)–(31). The refocused result of
GMT is presented in Fig. 13. It can be seen that GMT can be well
refocused in the image with the proposed KDCT-FSFT-based
refocusing method.

To further verify the validity of the proposed method, simula-
tion with a distributed target is performed in the following. The
simulated target is a distributed GMT in a real data SAR image.
During the simulation, the motion parameters of the distributed
GMT are set similar with those in pointlike GMT simulations
given above. With the proposed method, the Doppler frequencies
of the distributed GMT can be estimated as: fdc =1422.24 Hz,
fdr = −71.58 Hz/s, and fd3 = −7.56 Hz/s2 (shown in Fig. 14),
and the estimated errors are less than 0.54%, 0.61% and 2.57%
from the theoretical values in this case. Fig. 15 shows the
imaging result without processing of GMT and the refocused
result via KDCT-FSFT. From Fig. 15(b), we can observe that
the distributed GMT with a varied backscattering characteristic
has been refocused by the proposed method.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this article, we have proposed a KDCT-FSFT-based refo-
cusing method for GMT with unknown curve motion in BFSAR
cases. The contributions of the proposed method include the
following: 1) the range walk, range curvature and third-order
RCM caused by GMT’s curve movement can be effectively and
simultaneously corrected by KDCT without any priori motion
information. Meanwhile, the order of DFM can be reduced as
well in KDCT. 2) the proposed method is easy to be imple-
mented by complex multiplications and FFTs, and it has a good
performance on GMT refocusing, since the first- to third-order
Doppler parameters of GMT can be estimated accurately. 3)
Refocused processing for GMT with unknown curve motion is
going with the BFSAR echo data of all the range cells in the
corresponding aperture, which make the proposed method more
efficient and practical in realistic applications. The effectiveness
of the method has been validated by simulation and experimental
results.
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